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* **`pip`** : Local binaries for Python are organized into a pip-specific virtual
environment, allowing users to work without having to manage multiple environments

and copies of Python. * **`pipenv`** : A new Python package manager that allows users
to work with environments in a way similar to virtual environments. * **`jupyter`** : A

Jupyter Notebook is a web application that includes a web server, a kernel, a user
interface and, most importantly, the backend components (a kernel manager and a

notebook server). * **`ipython`** : A powerful IPython Notebook environment with
built-in support for Jupyter. This book assumes that you have some background in

Python, especially if you want to work with **machine learning** ( **ML** ) tools like
Kaggle Notebooks. If you don't have the necessary background, you will find a set of

exercises at the end of each chapter to help you get started. In this chapter, we will cover
the first three topics in the list. # Installing Python The Python installer includes a

number of tools that are useful for ML: * **`pip`** : An easy-to-use package manager.
The pip command allows you to install or uninstall packages or libraries. * **`pipenv`** :
The pipenv tool allows you to manage multiple Python environments. * **`jupyter`** : A

web-based interface for Jupyter Notebooks. * **`ipython`** : An open source Jupyter
environment and the core of the Kaggle Notebook environment. ## Installing pip `pip` is
the package manager of choice for many developers, so let's start by installing it using
Python. On Windows, you can use the `pip` installer located in the Python installation
directory, which is `C:\Program Files\Python\` _`x.y`_ on Windows. On Linux, this is
`/usr/local/lib/python3.6/dist-packages/` _`x.y`_ on most versions of Ubuntu. It's also

possible to install `pip` with `pip` directly. We will start by testing if we have pip installed
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on our machine using the
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